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BEHIND SURFACES

A collaboration between cc-tapis, 
Federico Delrosso Architects, 
and CC-FOR EDUCATION with 
technical sponsorship from  
Davide Groppi.



BEHIND SURFACES is a study by 
FEDERICO DELROSSO ARCHITECTS 
into what lies behind, behind a 
surface, a material, architecture 
itself but also absence.

WHAT



This research has culminated in 
the new rug with the same name 
BEHIND SURFACES which is stripped 
of its decorative function, 
through a conceptual inversion of 
layers, investigating the concept 
of the other, exploring the depth 
of its materials, but also of the 
territory and culture.

BEHIND SURFACES



An audiovisual and tactile  
installation designed to stimulate 
your senses in order to explore the 
relationship between the architectural 
project and traditional methods of 
Tibetan rug culture, investigating 
what lies behind a surface.

HOW



PRESS PREVIEW AND OPENING EVENT
Sunday 10th of April
18:00 - 22:00

In occassion of the 
Salone del Mobile 2016
12-17th of April
Open to the public 10:00 - 18:00

WHEN



FEDERICO 
DELROSSO 
ARCHITECTS

Corso Italia 68
20122, Milano

WHERE



Federico Delrosso founded his studio in 2001 and 
works in a very wide range of types of projects; 
residential, commercial and product design. 
Delrosso expanded his expertise internationally 
by opening a space in New York in 2012. His early 
experience in the field has consolidated a talent 
and a distinctive sensibility for spaces perceived 
in his projects as an intangible quality, 
which Federico Delrosso calls “the emotional 
fourth dimension”. In his interiors as well as 
in his architectural projects, the masterful 
relationship between three-dimensional spaces and 
the elaboration of surfaces results in a sense of 
pleasant balance, a typical element found in fine 
architecture.

WHO
Federico Delrosso 



WHO
cc-tapis

cc-tapis is a design company specialised 
in handknotted rugs which are made in 
Nepal by expert Tibetan artisans. A strong 
respect for materials and for the culture 
of this ancient craft is reflected in the 
company’s eco-friendly approach. The event 
will incorporate a new video illustrating 
the production process and the cc-tapis 
production facilities shot by Milanese 
photographer Lorenzo Gironi.



The exhibition will also present the new 
NPO CC-FOR EDUCATION created by cc-tapis 
to guarantee a full education to the 
children of Nepalese weavers.

WHO
CC-FOR EDUCATION
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